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Subject: Deed-of-Gift Re: LMH Donation of Kodak Images

Body:

It has been my understanding (and is also Kodak's) that, for the copies of the report on the Zapruder film that 

Kodak keeps for its own Archives and Managers, they will also retain the image sets for those reports--with 

the agreement that they will simply never reproduce those images in any way.Total reports: 20: 6 for 

government, 14 for Kodak. (Quite a bureaucracy, huh?) This was just clarified for me today. Don't shoot the 

messenger.I spoke with Jeff Kleinman today, and he was unaware Kodak desired to retain copies of photos in 

its files along with its report. I told him I thought this was part of the Deed-of-Gift--I thought the Deed-of-Gift 

said "LMH donates images to Kodak and the National Archives."Let me know. If Kodak is not allowed to retain 

images in its report, then we will be making 6 each sets of pictures, not 20 each, when Rollie is here in August.I 

see a communication problem here: Jeff Kleinman and I are trying to arrange logistics for this final shoot, and 

neither one of has been given copies of the draft Deed-of-Gift by our management structure. We need to be 

cut into the loop.I have told Kodak that they may take prints (only) back to Rochester for marrying with the 

report, but may not copy them in any way. They understand. Kodak also understands that Rollie will be 

directing a local camera company under hire to the LMH Co. for the taking of the images in the Archives. The 

only disconnect I see now is whether or not Kodak is allowed to retain images along with its copies of the 

report (14 total). 

___________________________________________________________________________________Differen

t subject: spoke at length today with Kodak (Toner and Zavada), and briefly with Kleinman, about the photo 

shoot in August. I'm working out the details with NARA, Kodak and LMH (Kleinman). It will probably occur the 

week of the 17th. Tracy, I will let you know when Rollie and I have finalized travel plans.Thanks.
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